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Off the Scale
This magazine, which is entirely independent,
home-grown and produced on a shoe-string
budget, continues to grow and grow. The frankly
amazing and ever-increasing support of all of
you out there, wherever you may be in the
world, reinforces our belief that angling needs
to be portrayed in a different light... One where
they key issues are addressed not merely talked
about; one where viable solutions to problems
are suggested; one where anglers are treated as
fellow anglers and not simply another consumer;
one where the true spirit of angling and it’s
journeys are celebrated; one where the current
“system” in all it’s guises is challenged; one
where we all get along a little bit better and work
together for the greater good.

Another largely forgettable Irish summer,
weather-wise, has ended. As I write the swallows
and starlings are massing, ready to migrate to
warmer shores for the looming cooler months.
Often, during this annual transitional period us
anglers lament too much. Sure, some great sport
is behind us, some personal trips and targets
never made nor met, but yet there is so much
still to come. Autumn is a beautiful season, full of
noticeable changes but still awash with angling
opportunities! Many of you will be excited at the
prospect of the real pike season beginning, others
gleeful at the inevitable improvement in shore
angling as the year progresses. Early autumnal
rains (also inevitable!) will hopefully see good
runs of salmon in many rivers. All this to look
forward to in the coming weeks, on top of ample
chances to chase more typical “summer species”.
If you ask me, it’s a great time of the year!
As ever, we have quality material for almost
everyone this issue, young, old; game coarse or
sea. Please enjoy it and hope to see you by the
water somewhere,

Bill Brazier, Editor
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Searching for a salmon on the River Suir, home
to Ireland’s record caught salmon on rod and line.

Summer Grilse on the fly

By Jason Nash

Photography by Jason Nash, James Barry & friends
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Two years of pecking on drifting
macroinvertebrates has elapsed. A silver,
boisterous salmon smolt, in a shoal of
perhaps twenty fish, excitedly descends
down river. The first floods of May have
arrived, helping these wanderers of the
stream on their sea-ward adventure.
Dodging cormorants, scurrying from
otters and fleeing from seals, they seek
protection in numbers as they hitch
a ride on the North Atlantic Drift. The
destination; feeding grounds rich in
capelin, herring and sand eel off the
Faroe Islands. Satisfying their appetites,
the internal body clock in a proportion
of salmon indicates they must make the
return journey home. Having spent only
one winter at sea, these fish are referred
to as grilse, or in some Irish locations
“peal”. Fit, limber and full of anticipation,
they sniff out the waters of their
home river and upwards they ascend.

being from reading
scale
samples.
Runs
of
grilse
begin in May and
usually
continue
throughout
the
season, with each
river system having
their
individual
peak run events. In
times past, these
peak runs could be
timed to the week
but so much in the
salmon world has
changed in the past
twenty to thirty
years that times
can vary drastically
year
on
year.

Down south, the
rivers Blackwater,
Irish rivers are noted for their runs Lee,
Illen
and
of grilse, especially along the west Bandon receive the
coast in places like the Moy, Corrib best runs of grilse,
and Ballysadare, where thousands are and salmon in general. Most of my time
caught each year. Typically, they average spent fishing for these magnificent and
four pounds in weight but can range intriguing creatures is on the beautiful
in size from two up to fifteen pounds River Bandon. Meandering its way
and bigger with the only true way of south east wards to the coastal town
identifying them (and verifying their age) of Kinsale, its fast runs and relatively
shallow, gravelly pools are
perfect for salmon fishing.
“When I started double handed fly fishing
For me, there is nothing
for salmon, I owned a 14 foot salmon rod. As better than being able
to adapt different fishing
years passed by and my experience grew, I
techniques to different
realised I was completely over-gunned...”
heights of water during
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Keeping an eye on the weir, hoping that a
fresh flood has enticed a fresh run of fish

various times of the season. Large, dirty
spates call for heavy spinning gear to
be employed and as these floods clear
the fly comes into its own. Trundling
worms down a current with light
gear when the river is low and clear is
another favourite tactic. At times much
maligned in the salmon angling world,
when fished correctly and not abused it
is an art form in its own right. When the
take is seen with a good pair of polarised
sunglasses then it can be a very exciting
experience indeed! However, in this

article, I shall stick strictly to the whirling
and flicking of a fly for spritely grilse.
When I started double handed fly
fishing for salmon, I owned a 14 foot
salmon rod. As years passed by and
my experience grew, I realised I was
completely over-gunned for the Bandon
in all bar high, spring time conditions.
For the past two seasons I have used
a switch rod and the difference it has
made is unbelievable. My weapon of
choice is the Airflo Airtec Nano Series fly
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“Matching fly size, colour
and depth to the different fishing
conditions is the trick and will
become easier with more time spent
on the water”
rod which is eleven
foot three inches
in length and rated
for an eight weight
line. Sport with
switch rods and
grilse is great fun
and if you happen
to come across
a larger summer
salmon they are
also more than
adequate to do
the job without
needlessly tiring
the fish out. To
get the best out of
the rod, it must be
matched up with
a suitable line and
I can’t look past
the Rio Scandi
Short VersiTip line.
Boasting a variety
of interchangeable
tips, from floater
to fast sinking,
the majority of
summer
grilse
fishing scenarios
can be covered
without
forking
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out for several different lines
and reel spools. With such a
rod and line combined, a cast
can be made to cover water
in the tightest of situations
meaning the opportunity for
a take is drastically increased.

At the business end of the line,
there is a vast and ever growing array
of salmon flies to choose from. From
an old, traditional Hairy Mary, to the
ever popular Ally Shrimp or the ultramodern and synthetic Samurai tube fly.
Possessing a few different patterns in

a range of hook and tube sizes which
incorporate different profiles will set
up any salmon fly angler. Matching fly
size, colour and depth to the different
fishing conditions is the trick and will
become easier with more time spent on
the water. As soon as good knowledge of
this aspect is gripped
with
confidence
then, as long as
fish
are
present
and conditions are
favourable,
fresh
grilse
will
take
offerings with gusto.

Pending conditions on any given day, an array of
flies may be called upon at one stage or another

Recounting
sessions this season
on
the
Bandon,
fishing for grilse was
excellent at times as
the wet summer we
experienced meant
ideal
fly
fishing
conditions. Sparkling
fresh fish migrated
in good numbers,
peaking in mid-July.
Entering fresh water,
these smaller salmon
don’t hesitate and
can cover impressive
distances in a very
short space of time.
Indeed, I heard of
several instances this
year where sea-liced
grilse were caught
sixty
kilometres
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“With a visibility of eight inches or so, I’d
be more than happy to swing a fly”
upriver on the Blackwater which I find
amazing as sea lice remain on their host
for a maximum of forty eight hours! For
fishing in the imbedded video, I targeted
lies just off the head and at the tails of
pools, aiming for fish I hoped would be
taking a short breather before moving
on. Tackling up the switch rod, I mixed
and matched between intermediate
and slow sinking tips to get the fly into
the taking zone. Attached to a short
fluorocarbon leader via a Rapala knot,
a small size 13 Cascade variant was the
order of the day. As a guideline, as soon
as the river bed can be seen through the
clearing water, I usually fish smaller flies.
There are exceptions of course, such as
fast, rougher water, but if one is served
best by a slow swing beginning at a
forty five degree angle or slightly more
square, then small flies work a treat.

The fly that did the trick on a number of
occasions in clear water after a flood
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Takes from running grilse can be savage
and if a good run is on then many short
takes and losses can be experienced.
Feisty in their quest to reach the
spawning beds, battles more often than
not are explosive and acrobatic. If fly
fishing is your method of choice beyond
all else, then stick to it and don’t be put
off by conditions be they bank high or
pebble low. Summer spates can often be
a dirty affair, especially after a prolonged
dry spell. Exercise patience and wait for
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the weed, debris and water to clear.
With a visibility of eight inches
or so, I’d be more than happy to
swing a fly. Tie a brightly coloured,
large heavy tube with bucket loads
of flash to a strong, short leader,
fast sinking line and away you go.
If the river is very high, be
extremely careful and only fish
places you are familiar with. Aim
for areas with an even flow that
are relatively shallow to give
yourself the best chance of putting
your fly in the path of the salmon.
Also, the switch rod should be
left aside with the longer rod
being dusted down once again.
As much as it is dreaded in salmon
fishing, bright sunshine can be a great
aid in these occasions as it will penetrate
the murky water and assist a salmon in
locating your fly. Conversely, if the river
level drops and the run slows down,
adapt your set up and tactics. Fresh
grilse will run in the slightest of trickles,
especially under a dark night sky. Aim to
fish fine and far off, concentrating efforts
at dawn and dusk. With fish pooled up
and currents slack, tone down your gear
and bring out the trout rod, floating

Fresh, sea liced grilse will take a
well presented fly with gusto.

line
and
tapered
leader. Micro flies and
tubes are great for
winkling a fish out in
the most extreme of
conditions and don’t
be afraid to experiment
with hitched tubes
or dry flies such as
muddlers or bombers
as your next take may
just be your best.

“Fresh grilse will run in the slightest of
trickles, especially under a dark night sky.
Aim to fish fine and far off, concentrating
efforts at dawn and dusk”
Pg 7

Click here for the
accompanying video
to this article!

Little and large, dark and
bright, it pays to have different
patterns in an array of sizes.
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What’s in a name:
Angler or fisherman

By Michael Behan
Photography by Michael Behan, Bill Brazier & friends
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It occurs to me, more often than not,
that in our oft frenzied and occasionally
delirious pursuit of our piscatorial quarry,
we fishermen (I am no longer referring
to my fishing brethren as ‘anglers’, to
my ear an annoying tag) forget just why
we embraced this pastime in the first
place. It blazes pictures of the paranoid
new age of fishing we are in, where
commercial waters thrive as they slowly
squash the water craft from an ‘anglers’
arsenal, providing quick-fix fish to the
legion of tackle company and fish reportobsessed pound-pursuers. I don’t have
anything particularly against those that
fish commercial waters, I’ve fished them
myself and they tend to be overstocked
with fish which are poorly conditioned
and underfed. If this is where you choose
to go for your piscine endeavours, then
I salute you. That being said, there are
a couple of places in Ireland that are
managing commercial lakes through
careful monitoring of fish to ensure they
are fed, disease free and kept in optimum
condition. However, these are few and
far between, with the vast majority of
commercial fisheries in this country over
looked and under-monitored by the

relevant Governmental departments.
When I was young, when people asked
me what I did in my spare time, I said I
was a fisherman. A beautifully organic
word that so aptly and accurately
describes my proclivity and my passion.
A fisherman can read the water; he
takes his time to assess a scene and
look at every feature, ripple, bubble and
flow to find his fish before he casts a
line. Sometimes a fisherman must wait
patiently for an aeon before a fish shows,
or sometimes the fish Gods favour you
and its only minutes.
Believe it or not, the ‘angler or fisherman’
question is one that my friend Boss
and I have pondered upon many, many
times throughout our fishing together;
huddled under a canal bridge in the worst
of winter, staring into the depths of a
lock in summer or sitting by an Autumnstrewn stretch of barely remembered
canal, as the last of summer’s bloom falls
softly in a cascade of browns and gold.
More often than not, our conversations
were of a philosophical bent. Boss has
always had a wonderful way of putting
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things in perspective, he has knowledge
no school can teach, he possesses a level
of perception no training can court and
holds the ability to verbalise thoughts I
cannot even begin to form.

appearing in issues and scores of fishing
publications. To say we were incensed
would be an over statement, to a degree,
but it sparked a debate within us that
has stayed close to our hearts ever since.

While I have always held the debate in
my head and have, on more occasions
than I can count, spent hours wiling away
the time in conversation with Boss on
this issue, it never actually crossed my
mind to wonder if anyone else had ever
considered this very same topic. Though,
in retrospect, I imagine it to be far more
prevalent a talking piece than we ever
credited it to be. A prime example;
when driving my two hours from work to
home I first formalised the idea for this
article and as disjointed thoughts began
to form I called the Editor (Bill) and said
that the mullet piece I was working on
was about to take a back seat to the
one now flying around my brain. Well, it
turns out this is something he also has
struggled with, although to the opposite
conclusion of mine. Editors are, by virtue
of their craft, entitled to their opinions,
indeed as Boss says “Opinions are like
arses Beano, everyone has one!” To his
credit, Bill said, ‘go for it Mick’.

An angler or a fisherman, do they angle
or do they fish? The very notion of an
angling angler rings in my heart as the
absolute antithesis of a fisherman fishing.
Even the word angler irks me to the core.
Fishing is a type of chaos, it isn’t chaotic,
but it is imbued with a level of chaos that
comes from its organic connotations, it
is unpredictable, flirtatious and almost
whimsical in its being. Why? Because at
its heart, fishing isn’t about the fish at
all, it is about Nature. Whether passion,
pastime or hobby, the very basic tenant
of fishing is to outsmart Nature: it is the
only endeavour that will see Mother
Nature as your opponent. Get to know
her, spend time by the water, days
gazing below the sheen into a world
we can never experience, for long in
an immersed state, and all of a sudden
the random nature of Mother Nature
shows itself; her unfathomable patterns,
interactions with her surroundings and
the mercy with which she rules her
subjects is startling. A fisherman, when
fishing, is faced with the concerted
cosmic unknowable of all that he surveys.
He sees the fish; he seeks to connect with
them in an effort to satisfy a compulsion
that drives like an unreachable itch!

At a time, around 1997, I think, when
we became obsessed with watching
John Wilson’s Go Fishing on UTV every
Thursday night at midnight, we were
assaulted by the notion of an angler
and all of a sudden the same tag was
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“the ‘angler or
fisherman’ question
is one that my friend
Boss and I have
pondered upon
many, many times”
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Angler: the very term, to my mind, occasional bream. Even a crayfish or
denies the random chaos of the order of two might show up, but eventually, the
things. Angling, seeming a harsh word, heavyweights push all others out. I can
rigid in nature, angular and graceless see my maggot, nestled atop a fizzing
in its speaking, attempts to reduce carpet of bread and particles. My bait is
fishing to a pre-prescribed formulaic ignored, for a time, until I change the rig
action that denies the hidden beauty in so that the sensitivity is higher and the
our piscatorial endeavours.
Maybe it’s just me? I have
“Weights? I don’t
never made a secret of
the fact I am not a very
care... if I am allowed,
technical fisherman. I have
I will have the gift of a
the equipment, I have the
catch...”
want and need to connect
and maybe my methods
at times are less effective
than others. Honestly? I
would rather spend my day,
searching the water, loose
feeding in likely looking spots
before eventually I settle. Sat
back from the water, as little
baggage as I can manage I will
myself to become a part of
the landscape. The birds sing,
the breeze rustles through
the trees around me and I am
one.
Unencumbered by an angler’s
armoury of tools I sink
further into my surroundings
and the fish appear. Tench
sometimes, more often
than not accompanied by
legions of ravenous tiny
roach, hybrids and the
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maggot is more palatably presented.
Then the catches arrive. Olive green,
crimson eyed Doctor fish, grace my
net, raising my heart rate and feeding
my soul. Weights? I don’t care. I catch
more than I have ever before. Some
small, some big. All stunning examples

of the evolutionary processes that have
presented me with this streamlined,
gentle, small scaled, proud example of
a fish which tolerates my handling with
a stoic surety that it will be returned to
its habitat. That’s the trade for me as a
fisherman, I ask to connect. If my pleas
are heard and if I am allowed, I will
have the gift of a catch bestowed
upon me.
Can an angler be possessed of this
level of oneness? I don’t know. An
angler to me takes several trips to
his car to set up camp at his chosen
spot. Rod pods and buzzers, bivvies
and all manner of mod-cons buoy
his confidence. The media has
told him that these purchases will
improve his fishing experience
tenfold and he is certain that he
will master that which he has
come to bend to his will. His faith
in his ability is derived from his
assortment of tackle.
Maybe I dramatise and perhaps
I am being unduly unfair. My
opinions and preconceptions cloud
my judgement. I wonder if a part of
me is afraid. If I embrace all that I
shun, will that dilute my passion? I
don’t think so, but I don’t think I can
ever think of our beloved pastime
as anything other than fishing.
Maybe it’s better to see it as a state
of being. Whether you consider
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yourself a fisherman or an
angler may be defined by
who introduced you to
fishing, how you learned
and honed your skills,
indeed, even where you
have fished may define
your considerations. Who
knows? Perhaps it is
an unsolvable, to
be eternally
pondered
piscine
point
of
perspective that is
as individual to us as
the warts of a toad is to
him?
It occurs to me, not suddenly, because
I have suspected this for a long time. I
may have met the rare example of both
already; Bill Brazier, Editor and creator
of Off the Scale. I met Bill in college nine
years ago now and I have learned much
from him and been privileged to share
some wonderful and at times down right
frightening fishing trips (more on this
another time). If I had to pick someone
who epitomises the best of the angling
and fishing world, it is him. He is the
fisherman I aspire to become, but he is
also the angler I am afraid to embrace.
I will dwell forever on this I think. Maybe
if I have Grandchildren, they can continue
the debate with Bosses Grandchildren; a
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“I think that there is

much that anglers and
fishermen can teach
each other...”

So, fisherman or angler?
What’s in a name?

You decide…
familial legacy that keeps
our future tribes linked?
Maybe, maybe not. Maybe
it doesn’t matter. Both Boss
and I are fisherman, we have
been since we discovered our
shared love and we will remain
so until our very last cast.
Whatever happens, at the very
least, I think there is much that
fisherman and anglers can teach
each other; both have their
place, opinions and, if we can
acknowledge our differences, a
shared future that will benefit
all that come after us perhaps?
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sprays, Pure Natural
kit now in stock!

Visit us:
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre,
Ballycoolin,
Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15
Phone us: 01-8991185

Email: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com
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Now what - Taking stock of the European
Union’s Sea Bass Measures
EU Commission Emergency Measures
After years of political deadlock, 2015 has been a watershed year for Sea
Bass conservation. With the help of considerable grass roots pressure from
recreational anglers and conservationists across the EU, the EU Commission
has succeeded in persuading the EU Member States to agree to a number of
emergency measures to try to save the Sea Bass:
1. A temporary ban (ended 30 April 2015) on mid-water trawling for Sea
Bass, to protect them whilst they aggregate before and during spawning.
2. A 3 fish per person, per day, bag limit for recreational angling (until 31
December 2015).
3. Monthly Vessel Catch limits for 2015 and in amounts tailored to each
different method of fishing (until 31 December 2015).
4. A closure around Ireland (Celtic Sea, Irish Sea, South of Ireland and West
of Ireland) for all EU commercial Sea Bass fishing (until 31 December
2015).
5. An increase in the Minimum Conservation Reference Size from 36cm to
42cm for commercial and recreational fishing North of the Bay of Biscay
(from 1 September 2015).
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How much will these measures cut Sea Bass landings in 2015?
Before we answer this question, we have to ask: can we rely on the
accuracy of the landings data and therefore the calculations based upon
them? Unfortunately the answer is no. With regard to Sea Bass, the book
“Advances in Fisheries Science” states that “the official statistics may record
as little as 20% of actual landings”.
The more we learn about how the data is produced, the clearer it becomes
that it is seriously understating the true level of Sea Bass landings:
•
•
•

The UK Sea Bass fishery is dominated by under 10 metre vessels, but
there is no requirement for these vessels to report their landings at all!
Vessels over 10 metres do not have to record the Sea Bass catch on
board if it is less than 50kg.
First Sale Notes are not required for sales of Sea Bass less than 50kg

The EU Commission makes an adjustment to try to correct for underreporting, but this is clearly no substitute for a properly documented fishery
where all landings are recorded.
So we currently find ourselves in the uncomfortable position of trying to
consider the possible impact of the emergency measures on landings data
that we can be sure is incorrect!
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OK, but given that, what might these emergency measures
achieve in 2015?
We have pieced together the various estimates from the Scientific, Technical
and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF) and the EU Commission and
believe that the most optimistic view is that the cuts will reduce landings in
2015 by a maximum of 40%, from 5,668 tonnes to 3,465 tonnes.
This sounds great, until we remember that the International Council for
the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) told us in June 2014 that in order to fish
sustainably, Sea Bass landings needed to be cut by at least 80%, to just 1,155
tonnes in 2015.
So even with the most optimistic view of these 2015 cuts, Sea Bass will still
be fished in 2015 at a level that is three times the maximum sustainable
amount.
Here’s what it looks like in a graph and a reminder of why drastic cuts are
needed:

What about 2016?
The EU Commission
hopes to roll over most
of the 2015 emergency
measures into 2016;
having these in place
from the start of 2016
should mean that they
have more impact, but
we are currently waiting
to see estimated figures.
We should remember
though, that there is
a real risk that the EU
Council may not agree to roll over the emergency measures, particularly
if the commercial fishing lobby becomes more vocal, so we need to
maintain pressure.
We know, disappointingly, that the EU Commission does not intend to
repeat or extend the winter ban on mid-water trawling for Sea Bass
- aimed at protecting Sea Bass when they aggregate to spawn. The
Commission takes the view that the Vessel Catch Limit of 1.5 tonnes per
month should make it uneconomic for the mid-water trawlers to fish for
Sea Bass. However, a ban would remove the threat completely and also
provide protection for Sea Bass while they migrate to spawning areas
and are an easy target for other fishing methods (such as gill netting).

Are these cuts enough?
No, clearly further drastic cuts are needed. The ICES recommendation
for 2016 is only 541 tonnes. Even if all targeted commercial fishing for
Sea Bass were to stop on 31 December 2015 (which of course it won’t),
the amount of Sea Bass landed as by-catch in 2016 would exceed 541
tonnes.
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So what else is needed?

• saveourseabass.org makes sending emails to the decision-makers
easy:

We urgently need:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

A Long Term Management Plan that sets out clear management
objectives
A fully documented Sea Bass fishery, with all Sea Bass landings recorded.
From 2016, all Sea Bass caught to be landed, unless the fishing method
allows them to be released and survive.
An increase in the Minimum Conservation Reference Size to 48cm, to
give every female Sea Bass the opportunity to mature and spawn at
least once before capture.
Commercial and recreational fishing for Sea Bass to be restricted to
hand lines and rod & line only (being the most sustainable methods of
fishing for Sea Bass).
A ban on commercial fishing for Sea Bass during the migration and
spawning months. Commercial targeting of fish that are just about to
spawn is completely unsustainable. The precise dates to be determined
by the scientists (with climate-driven regional variations).
Improvements to existing Sea Bass Nursery Areas (for example to ban
netting that is killing juvenile Sea Bass). Please see the separate paper
on Sea Bass Nursery Areas on the Manifesto page at saveourseabass.

•
•

Sets out the most urgent issues (updated as the situation changes); and
Provides all the email addresses needed in a cut and paste format.

We urgently need people to get on board
and join our campaign – if you don’t help to
save the Sea bass, who will?

Please click
for more
information

org

How can we make it happen?

We must all continue to exert pressure on the decision-makers - making our
voices heard - writing emails in advance of each key decision, setting out
what we want.
*N.B. this requires a sustained effort - we need people to commit to sending
a number of emails over the next year or so.
We know that this works: the EU Commission has told us that emails from
individuals were a great help in introducing the temporary ban on fishing for
Sea Bass in spawning areas.
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THE STATE OF OUR WATERS:
An angling perspective, 2015
By Ross Macklin

I

t is the year of 2015 and the
low pressure fronts hit Irish
shores hard and heavy, akin to
an Iwa Jima bunker. The angling
inhabitants of Ireland peer with
forlorn faces at the 50 Shades of Grey
that passed in 24 hours, signifying a
very different summer from the two
previous. Indeed the weather is not
the only running topic that invades
angling discussions on our banksides
and shorelines in changing times.
The state of our waters mirrors the
damning report on the Status of EU
Protected Habitats in Ireland, which
was, in summary, poor. Some say the
state of our waters is an ecumenical
matter, and indeed perhaps only
divinity can shape our ends but many
believe the solution is simpler than
that. First let us examine the current
situation, at least as I and the majority
of anglers see it, in order to define
what the main protagonists are…
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Our rivers start high up in the
mountains as torrents of clean water,
full of speckled trout that have
developed in evolution for thousands
of years. For thousands of years they
have survived and I hope a thousand
more they will last, perhaps in the
last piscatorial nirvana there remains.
Downhill and downstream population
growth and land use practices add
weight to a laden camel that has a
long and weary way to travel before
reaching the estuary. More people,
more energy, more waste; inevitably
everything goes into the water. Before
long the metaphoric camel is on his
knees. With open borders and trade,
invasive species unpacked their bags
and went viral, effectively becoming
a new concept to most people.
While one might forgive some of
these terrifying problems that are a
product of living and economics, other
problems outside of globalisation
start with the nature and nurture of
the people themselves. Through a
lack of education and laws that are

“The net result was millions
of euro lost to the economy
and a country that is no longer
angling tourism-friendly”

ineffective, new anglers arrived and
took pike, perch, bream and other
coarse fish by the net full. It cannot be
argued that exploitation of the coarse
stock was relatively limited before the
turn of the millennium.
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The net result was millions of euro
lost to the economy and a country
that is no longer angling tourismfriendly. Some of these folk argued
that because the State killed pike
they should be able to do it… and yet
the State fined the same anglers for
an act they undertook themselves
under the guise of salmonid stock
management. A divine comedy, many
said, was unfolding. Many anglers
cried into their hands while watching
the stage and could not believe the
state of affairs. The well being of the
people sharing the resource was being
diminished at a rate equivalent to the
stock and something occurred to us
all; the environment is all we have and
we need rules, but most importantly
hard enforcement of the law when the
will of people cannot be relied upon.
The alternative that is developing is
the brutal degradation of our rivers,
lakes and seas
Moving towards the marine
environment, the opening of the Irish
box, meant the plundering of rich seas
that have systematically, with scientific
evidence, been denuded of fin and gill.
This is not only a removal of the fish
but the very habitat to which they rely
by the dredging away of the reefs and
nurseries, the scars of which are visible
all around our shores. Meanwhile
the public see gleaming white fish
fillets on branded boxes and laughing
seafood chefs, with a minority (such
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as Rick Stein) reminding us of the
fragility of the resource. Somewhere
in the backs of our minds there is an
anxious thought that is overshadowed
by consumerism, but we all know
something is not quite right.
The Irish Conservation Box (ICB)
of 2004, it may be forgiven, was
not intended as an oxymoron. The
ICB which extends along the 200m
contour zone replaced the Irish Box
which encompassed a much larger
rectangular 50 mile conservation
limit around the coast of Ireland. In
summary, the change means more
large international commercial
vessels can fish in a much larger area
of Irish coastal water and the word
‘conservation’ has been added just
to confuse us. Bizarre, but then again

“Meanwhile
the public see
gleaming white
fish fillets on
branded boxes
and laughing
seafood chefs”
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we must remember that currency is
all-powerful and apathy is an easy
way out to dampen the harsh reality.
Indeed it epitomises why I rarely
use the word conservation today. I
liken the word to a beaten dog that
gets dressed up and jumps through
hoops for the audience during the day
and sleeps in a dark unhappy place
during the night. Coupled with the
pillaging by international vessels of the
sand banks, the long lining of rough
ground, the systematic destruction
of wreck fishing by gill nets, tangle
netting of rays on the sand banks, pair
trawling of the aggregations of mullet
before seaward migration and, most
recently, the illegal netting of bass
by unlicensed vessels and I am out
of breath. One last mention for the
migratory salmon snapped up in the
draft nets busy at work in the majority
of our large river estuaries, because
even after the official banning of drift
nets it’s just as easy to get them right
on the doorstep.

“plundering of rich seas...
is not only a removal
of the fish but the very
habitat to which they
rely”
Pg 18

So, is there a solution to this
madness and mayhem? Indeed
there is. Everyone reading this can
educate themselves and exercise
their democratic right to demand
governments to save our rivers, lakes,
estuaries, harbours and offshore
nurseries by officially lobbying for
harsher penalties for laws broken,
making the habitats reserves for fish
and / or Marine Protected Areas. Draft
netting should be banned outright.
Rays and sharks should be protected in
all our bays and estuaries. Mullet and
bass should be protected equally as
they also are economically important
as both an angling and biodiversity
asset. In our rivers and lakes fines
should be grossly increased and the
sentence commensurate to the impact
to the environment and the fishery. A
non-governmental organisation with
governmental support equivalent to
the Angling Trust in the U.K. should
be created to preserve the national
asset of angling. The engagement of
the youth in this industry will ensure
that they have a sense of ownership of
what belongs to all of us anglers and
preserve it into the future.

Things need to change.
Things must change,
before it really is too late.
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T

his month I’ve been mostly
targeting one of my favourite
species, Chelon labrosus, the tenacious
Irish game fish, the thick lipped mullet.
Mullet for me are one of the most
exciting yet frustrating species you can
target, especially on my local marks
around Dublin. I’ve stood for hours on
end this month in busy urban settings
motionless, watching some massive fish
circle my hook bait, hoping one will turn
on it and have a nibble. Most of the
time though they just totally ignore my

was delighted to be asked to spend a
day or two in picturesque West Cork
with good friends Gary Blake and Andy
Boyce, who had the use of a house in
the area for the weekend smack bang
in the middle of one of the best mullet
venues in the country. There are three
species of true mullet present in Irish
waters, Thick lipped, Thin lipped and
Golden Grey. With the chance of two
new species to add to our ever growing
list we had high hopes for this trip.
Mullet spinning rigs were tied the night
before with great attention to detail.

Mullet Mecca
Words by Craig Murphy

Photography by Craig Murphy & friends
offerings, preoccupied on their natural
food source and tidal routine. If one
does show interest the heart starts to
race and you forget to breathe, a few
seconds feel like an eternity as a fish
heads towards the bait only to stop
millimetres from it and turn away. This
happens the majority of the time but
they do come on the feed eventually
and if you’re lucky you might just hook
one. It definitely is the ultimate test of
angling patience.
Struggling to connect with many
mullet on the East coast this month, I
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Small hooks, fine lines and a some flash
for added attraction to the maddies
(Harbour ragworm) we were to use as
bait for these predatory mullet species,
“thins” and “goldies”.
Hitting the road early to catch low
water for bait digging, we just about
made it in time. It didn’t take us long
to accumulate three hundred or so
Maddies from the stinky harbour
mud. For those of you who aren’t
familiar with Maddies they are a small
species of ragworm found in sheltered
estuaries and harbours, mainly used as

Ireland’s mullet Mecca Rosscarbery, West Cork
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a scratching bait by match anglers, they
are the number one Golden Grey and
Thin lipped bait. Bait dug, we continued
on to meet Boycie at the mark to start
fishing in earnest.

I’d died and gone to heaven...

On arrival I was taken away by the
beauty of the place. Thankfully the
sun was out and the landscape was
shown in all its glory. I’d died and gone
to heaven… We had one thing on our
minds to begin with, Golden grey’s.
With neither of us having caught them
before, we were eager to land our first.
Boycie showed us where he had some
the previous day on low water and
sure enough if wasn’t long before we
both hit our first GG mullet, small fish
of a couple of ounces but it’s always
good to catch the target species. We

Boycie & Gary with a thick lipped apiece

could see the shoals move in the clear
shallow water. Casting beyond the shoal
and retrieving slowly until we got their
attention, like a pack of wolves they
followed the lure nipping at the trailing
worm tail until one eventually met the
hook hidden inside the narrow body of
the maddie. As the tide started to rise
it was time to move on as the current
and the weed it brought made this
area un-fishable but before we left we
witnessed shoal after shoal of mullet
race past into the estuary. It was time to
follow them inland.
After some lunch and a well needed
cup of coffee we continued to cast at
shoals of fish breaking the surface on
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various marks but to no avail; they
ignored our efforts in typical Mullet
style. Polarised sunglasses are a must
have if you’re thinking of taking up
mullet fishing as they remove the glare
from the water’s surface and allow
you to spot fish, especially in coloured
water. After a few unproductive hours
spinning for Golden Greys we noticed
some larger fish thrashing around in
a sheltered bay - thick lips, and good
ones at that! Hastily handfuls of tornup sliced pan were slung amongst
them and immediately they showed
interest. It was a mad scramble to
switch the rods over to a plain snood
and bombarda float as we thought the
mullet would switch off after a few
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When your luck’s in! My 5.65lb specimen

minutes of feeding, like they do on the
East coast. We were wrong!
It was a hectic hour of fishing with
our baits getting more hits than Google
as soon as they touched the water. Gary
was the first to hook a fish and after
a few minutes of battle it was finally
brought over to the waiting net, a thick
lipped of a couple of pounds or so. The
mullet continued to hit baits on the
surface and we all got in on the action. I
lost two fish in quick succession to hook
pulls and so did the lads, the drifting
weed brought in by strong southerly
wind the day before was causing
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Bombarda floats are a great
aid when mullet fishing

problems. We fished on nevertheless
and more fish were hooked, played
and landed by the two lads so they
decided to give me a bit of grief about
my zero thick lip count; nothing like a
bit of banter on the bank to spur you
into action. As Murphy’s law states
‘Anything that can happen, will happen’
and sure enough it did. I hit a fish of
around 3lb, followed by a brute which
gave me a serious battle in the now
ebbing tide. After a few strong head
shakes sending hard thumps up the line
it made a run for the sea, taking 50 or
60 yards of line in the process and again
picking up a mass of flotsam. Slowly but
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surely I began to gain line which was
festooned with weed. It was a hairy few
moments while I stood precariously
on a wall trying to gain some extra
height and slide the weed down the
line. Thankfully everything went to
plan and the fish was guided over the
net. A specimen Thick Lipped of 5.65lb,
measuring 60.7cm - when your lucks in,
it’s in! As the tide dropped away further
so too did the mullet. We fished on for
a few hours, scouting out a few more
areas for the next day but as we lost the
light it was time to hit the road. A few
beers were in order that night…
We arose at first light and made our
way back to the same spot we had the
action in the previous evening but sadly
there wasn’t a mullet to be seen. It was
the same stage of tide (high water),
just at dawn as opposed to dusk. It was
strange but I guess nothing is when
you’re dealing with mullet-they can be
very unpredictable at times. Eventually
we found some activity on the far side
of the estuary with both thick lips and
golden greys breaking the flat calm
surface. Our modified Maddie rigs
were cast into the misty morning air,
the splashes breaking the mirror-like
reflection of the rolling hills of West
Cork amid the chorus of birds. What a
fantastic place to be.
After an hour of thrashing the water
to a foam with maddies and getting
little or no response, the sliced pans
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Friendly banter!

The fish I’d travelled for - my
first specimen Golden Grey

were produced again and fed into an
outflow from a lagoon carrying the free
offering out into the channel where we
could see fish holding up. As before,
they responded quickly but so too did
the sea gulls and swans. Not one for
wasting bait I wandered off and fed
another swim. Waiting for a response, I
noticed some smaller mullet below the
surface tackling some of the bread that
had sunk. I cast beyond the fish and
slowly retrieved it back into their zone
so not to spook them. The water was
coloured up but I could just make out
my sunken hook bait before it suddenly
disappeared. The float dipped and I
lifted into a small fish. To avoid spooking
any bigger fish in the area I bullied it in
a little only to suffer a hook pull. It then
dawned on me that it might have been
the golden
grey I was
after! A quick
reset and it
was the same
again, only
this time I
wasn’t making
the same
mistake. I
slackened the
drag right off
and took my
time playing it
in. As I slipped
the net under
it I caught a
glance of its

flank and spotted the telltale golden
patch on its gill cover. This was the fish I
came all this way for and it was the right
length to justify weighing. The scales
were zeroed and the fish was placed in
a light plastic bag. The moment of truth!
The scales settled at 1.6 lb, just over
specimen weight! Mission accomplished
it was time for a well-earned coffee
break.
With the tide well on it’s way out
the swans had moved on and we
could again try for the shoal of mullet
holding out in the channel. Fish could
be seen taking off the top 60 yards out.
A few shredded crust’s into the current
soon made the fish move in to a more
comfortable casting range. With mullet

It’s vital to let all mullet recover
after the fight
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taking off the top all over
it was hard to pick which
fish to cast towards. I lost
count of how many small
Thick lips we had before I
hit a 4.65 lb. fish just short
of specimen weight. Gary
was extremely unlucky
to lose two or three fish
in a row to hook pulls
but shortly afterwards he
nearly had his rod pulled
in by a substantial fish
which held in the current
for some time before he
could make any impression
on it. When the fish was
played closer to shore we
got a glimpse of its size, a
potential specimen. The
pressure was on him now
to land it. A few nervous
minutes passed as the
Boycie with a small thick lipped on
mullet refused to come to
spun maddies - it does happen!
the waiting net. Eventually
it took a wrong turn and I
our way. With only a few baby
was able to slip it in the net. On the mat thick lips landed by Boycie, it was
it measured 57.2cm and on the scales
time for myself and Gary to call
5.15lb. Another West Cork specimen for it a day as we had to be back in
the crew! Gary was ecstatic after trying Dublin that evening.
so many times on the East coast. He had
finally landed his first specimen Thick
It was certainly a session to
Lipped. As the tide continued to drop
remember! I’ve lost count of the
further still, the bigger fish moved out
number of mullet landed in the end.
and in typical mullet style chased each
It was fantastic fishing in beautiful
other around on the surface on their
surrounding with great company, plenty
way. We switched to spinning maddies
of laughs and the added bonus of a few
again on the outflowing channels trying specimen fish. I couldn’t ask for more.
to pick up some GG’s but none came
It was great to see Gary land his first
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Gary’s hard work paid off with
a 5lb+ specimen on our last day
specimen thick lipped and we all agreed
that it was definitely worth the 700 km
round trip! I would highly recommend
a trip down to West Cork and not just
for the mullet fishing; the area has a
variety of species to target. I’d like to
thank Andy Boycie and Chloe for putting

us up for the night and to all my angling
buddies who offered advice on the
venue and tactics. I will most certainly
return again next year to try and single
out the elusive thin lipped…
Until next time, tight lines!
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The
“Fishing

e
r
u
Fut

is my life”

Written by: Eoin Foley (13)
Photography by: Eoin Foley, Anthony Foley,
family & friends

Mike Hennesy looks on as I try to
get to grips with some wiley mullet
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Simply put, kids are the future of everything –
politics, business, sport, the environment and, of
course, fishing. It is up to current generations to nurture
them, to encourage them and to teach them. However,
some young anglers appear to need little coaching
and are already way ahead of their years in terms of
ability and knowledge.
13-year old Eoin Foley from Kerry is a young man
obsessed with fishing in all its forms. His passion is so
great that he even writes his own blog (“Eoin Angler”)
on his exploits around his home. The size of fish or the
species doesn’t matter to him; it is all enjoyed with the
same, great enthusiasm and it is never more fun than
when accompanied by his family. Eoin has grown up
next to the Atlantic and, unsurprisingly, loves his sea
fishing. It is his marine adventures that he has decided
to write about...
My love for fishing started five years
ago. We went to a well-known mark in
Kerry for an afternoon of fishing. My
lure was swimming gracefully through
the water when I felt a sudden jerk on
the rod. I lifted into it and discovered
I had hooked my first ever fish. As I
reeled, slowly and steadily, my heart
was thumping and I managed to land it
on my small light spinning rod. It was a
nice size mackerel and from there on I
was hooked, quite literally. I have tried
to get out fishing whenever possible
from that day.

My experiences of bait fishing began
last year. Once I started this style of
fishing things got a lot more interesting
and I started to learn more with every
fishing session. It always fascinates me
how the wind, weather and phase of
the moon effects the success of your
catches. Something that always sticks in
my mind is ‘When the wind blows east
the fish bite the least and when the wind
blows west the fish bite the best’.
My best fish of that first year bait
fishing was an 80cm thornback ray,
caught on crab
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Wrasse are such a fun species to
catch, especially on light gear!

It was on Dingle pier and there was
a lot of tourists gathering as I pulled in
the fish. I was so concerned about the
welfare of the fish that I forgot to take
a photo, which I was disappointed at
as that was my first ever ray. Still, fish
conservation must come first, I will
always have the memory! I also caught
my first stingray in the summer of that
year, it was only ten pounds but I was
very happy to catch such a beautiful
species. It was around this time that I
decided to start a blog to record some
of my sessions. I wanted to share with
people the enjoyment of catching a fish.
I get so much enjoyment from casting a
line into the water and waiting for the
unexpected and to put pictures and
information into my blog just makes it
more memorable for me.
I have already had so many
unforgettable fishing trips but recently
we had a very nice wrasse session. It
was a cold, mild and rainy morning.
As we wondered where we would go
Dad, my little brother Oisín and I ran
around collecting the fishing gear. We
had decided to go for wrasse because
of the high air pressure and settled calm
weather. We arrived and immediately
set up on the pier in the west of Dingle.
I released the bail arm and flicked my
small lead into the water. I lifted the
rod slowly and in the clear water I saw
this huge wrasse pop his head out from
under a bit of weed. As soon as he saw
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My first Stingray may not have
been a monster but I was so,so
happy!
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the rod above the water he retreated
into his lair. I recast to the same place,
left it for a minute and to my delight the
wrasse took the bait and shot off! There
was line tearing off the small LRF reel.
I tightened the drag a small bit, reeled
slowly and the fish came to the edge
of the wall only to take off again like a
bullet. I fought him for a few minutes
before landing him on my light gear. It
was fantastic fun to catch such a lovely
fish on such a small rod. We continued
to fish into the evening and we had

numerous nice wrasse and a few good
sized shore rockling afterwards too. It
then started pouring with rain so sadly
we decided to leave the great fishing
and head home.
Of course, there are still types of
fishing that I haven’t tried yet; more
recently I have started mullet fishing.
Mullet are a strong, slim-lined, hard
fighting fish. I think a 7lb mullet would
probably fight better than a 10lb bass.
As I am fast learning, mullet are very
picky and hard to catch!

Bait fishing opened up
my fishing world!
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Dad and I recently planned a trip to
catch some early morning mullet.
At 5am we got up and headed
to our venue. With trepidation I
prepared my gear and cast out.
After five minutes I hooked a fish.
It wasn’t big but it was a great bit
of fun on my float rod. Mid-way
through bringing him in it spat the
hook. I was annoyed; however, it
signalled that at least the fish were
feeding. Sometimes finding mullet
in a feeding mood is very difficult.
We continued to fish for most of
the day and as we didn’t tempt any
more we decided to change tactics
hoping for a golden grey mullet.
We were then joined by a good
friend, Micheál Hennessey, which
renewed my excitement. Dad was
the first to catch the targeted fish.
He was very happy even though it

A beautiful little
wrasse in the rain
was just under the specimen sized fish
he dearly wanted and was released
safely. Mike was next but this time it was
a specimen. After the photos, it was, at
last, my turn. I battled a big golden grey
for six or seven minutes but sadly he
threw the hook! This time it was even
more frustrating as it was only a few feet
away. Although really disappointed I was
not put off and will definitely return for
another go at these wonderful fish.

Size doesn’t matter!

Last year I took part in the I.F.S.A
Species Hunt , and after being in the lead
for some time during the competition I
was pipped at the post. This made me
more determined than ever and this
year I’m doing very well in the Junior
Section of the hunt.
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It’s something I really enjoy and to do
it with my family makes it even better.
Currently I am 1st with 22 species and
Oisín my ‘lucky fisherman’ little brother
is chasing my tail in 2nd… It is great fun
trying to get as many species as you
can and we have great fun researching
locations and techniques to catch all the
variety of fish around Ireland. Halfway
through this year I also joined another
species hunt run by a group on Facebook
called Shore and Boat. I’m having a blast
playing catch up on that while trying to
gather new species at the same time.

I am in love with mullet fishing!

I’m really hoping to get my first specimen
fish this year too. My biggest fish so far
has been an 11lb Bull huss (Greater
spotted dogfish). I’m getting closer and
closer with each trip and enjoying every
minute of trying.
I have also just started secondary school
and I really hope I can both study and
fish lots at the same time! My aim is to
one day become a marine biologist and
work towards the conservation of our
oceans and help ensure the survival of
our marine life.
Enjoy your fishing!

Check out Eoin’s
personal fishing blog @
eoinangler.blogspot.ie
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My Dad and little brother
Oisin with a mullet each
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Join John Fleming on board the
Brazen Hussy II out of Rossaveel
& Spiddal for great deep sea and
reef fishing in Galway Bay

There is no
greater fan of
fly fishing...

Full day trips 9.00am–6.00pm
Half day or evening trips
6.30pm–9.30pm

than the worm
Patrick F.McManus

Photograph by Jason Nash
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Phone: 087-7571320
Email: hello@bluesharkangling.ie
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Practice makes perfect
Practice makes perfect
Practice makes perfect
Practice makes perfect
Practice makes perfect
Practice makes perfect
BY GARY DOYLE
Photography by Gary Doyle & friends

W

ith the prestigious
World Pairs
Championships
only around the
corner (7th to 11th
September in both Fermanagh and
Leitrim) I felt it was time to get a bit
of practice in before the event. These
championships have a very good payout
and it attracts the best match anglers
from Ireland, England and even as far
afield as Malaysia. In these sorts of
matches it is important to make sure
that all your rigs are right and that
you’re not missing bites or losing fish, as
they could end up costing you a festival
win. I wanted to fish the feeder as I felt
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it would be the best all-round approach
and after having a quick look at various
match results from around the country,
Inniscarra Reservoir in County Cork
looked the most appealing venue to me.
After a few messages to one of the local
anglers I was told to fish the “Farmyard
section” as this is where the best
weights were coming from in recent
weeks. This section of the reservoir is
very deep, with depths of over 40 feet
within a few rod lengths of the bank.
As I was only going to fish the feeder my
approach was going to be simple. Fish
one line all day and see what kind of

My swim was deep! 40ft at just 30 odd metres out
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Despite getting lots of little knocks on the tip I made myself
wait for the tip to pull around positively before striking

response I’d get. Usually if I’m fishing
the feeder and my initial line goes
quiet I cast further out and try start
a new swim at a different depth. This
works for me most of the time but I
always feel like I might be missing out
on bigger fish at my initial distance.
After all, bait has been introduced
there and the only way of knowing
is fish have moved in to mop it up is
to fish there! So, with this in mind I
don’t ignore this line once it’s gone
quiet elsewhere; I will cast back to
this swim in the hope that big fish are
settled over my feed. However, it must
be said, I rarely, if ever, get the kind of
fishing I hope for. Hopefully my plan of
attack for Inniscarra would work out
this time…
After a modest walk, I set up my
gear in what felt like record time
and sat down on my seat box and,
as always, began to plumb my swim
with a 1oz bomb. I cast out to 30
turns of my trusty Daiwa TDR 4012
reel and counted for 20 seconds until
I hit the lakebed, which equates to
approximately 40 feet deep! The
general rule of thumb is that for
every second a 1oz bomb is falling
through the water, you can take it as
being 2 feet deep. Next I cast slightly
shorter, 25 turns, and got a count of 15
seconds and then at 20 turns I had a
count of 12 seconds. A full rotation of
the handle on this reel is just about a
metre of line on the reel so a distance
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of 25 turns is just about 25 metres.
I decided to settle at 30 turns which
was the deepest water I found within
comfortable casting range. This is not
usually the depth you would fish in to
catch on this venue (or most waters
for that matter) but I wanted to see if
the fish would feed at this depth. It’s
always worth trying these things in
fishing, as you simply never know until
you try.
My bait for today was 3 pints of
freshly-turned caster, 1 pint of red
maggots and a kilo of worms – classic
stuff really. My groundbait consisted of
Sensas Lake, Sensas Gros Gardons and
brown crumb, which was compacted
into the feeder to ensure it hit the
bottom without exploding on the forty
feet or so down. I started the session
off putting ten feeders full of caster
and groundbait into my swim, not
a huge amount of feed but enough
to get a response. I purposely didn’t
feed any chopped worm at the start
because I knew that this section of
the reservoir is full of eels and the
chopped worm would attract them
into the swim. I began fishing with a
0.16mm (4lb), 75cm long hooklength
tied to a standard Kamasan B560
size 12 hook. My rig was a simple
paternoster rig. In truth there was no
finesse at all to my set up as I feel at
this time of year if the fish are there
they won’t be too fussy.
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It wasn’t long before I had an indication
from the depths on my tip. The fish
came straight in over the bait, which is
always a confidence booster. Despite
getting lots of little knocks on the tip
(line bites, small fish pecking at the
bait or fish attacking the feeder) I made
myself wait for the tip to pull around
positively before striking. I started off
catching little roach but the hybrids
soon bullied the roach out of the swim
and began to feed confidently. My
feeder choice for this situation was a
Browning window feeder and there
were two main reasons for this. Firstly,
I wanted to get as much caster into my
swim once the hybrids moved in and
I also wanted to get down to the fish
faster in the deep water. The window
feeders are like bombs and can get to
the bottom very quickly. I was filling
the feeder with casters and plugging
it with groundbait. No sooner
would the feeder hit the
bottom and my double
floating maggot hook
bait (as explained
in my Issue 3
article) would
be sucked up,
the tip would
swing around
and I’d lift
the rod into yet
another hybrid. They
weren’t very big fish at
around 4oz average but
they were about twice the size
of the roach!
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After an hour of catching little hybrids
I decided, despite the risk of attracting
small eels, it was time to introduce
some chopped worm and see if there
were any skimmers about. It didn’t
take long for the worm to work and I
caught three skimmers almost one after
the other on worm hook bait before I
started to get amongst the small hybrids
again. I

Feeding chopped worm meant lots of small eels!

When I stopped getting bites from
skimmers, the eels, as half expected,
moved into the swim and began to
hoover up what bait was on the bottom,
including my hook bait. I stopped
feeding worm
straight

away, returned to feeding caster only
and changed my hook bait back to
maggot. I was hoping by not feeding
worm the eels would back off and the
hybrids would come back in. It took
a few casts but eventually this ploy
worked, although the numbers of small
fish did decrease. I stayed very positive
with my feed. There was no point
cutting back so I kept putting lots of
caster out via the feeder. My thinking
behind this was that eventually the

fish would become more active. This
seemed to work and it wasn’t long
before I was back catching steadily
again.
Although catching fish, and in good
numbers, I soon a change was needed
to try and find some of the larger fish I
knew this section held. So, I took off my
75cm hooklength and replaced it with a
slightly longer 100cm one, staying with
0.16mm line but upping the hook to a
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size 10. I stayed with double floating
maggot on the hook. The reason for the
change was simple; my bait would now
take a little longer to fall to the bottom
and because hybrids usually feed off
the lakebed I wanted to see if the
longer hooklength would bring quicker
bites. To my pleasant surprise not only
did bites start to come more quickly
but I was definitely getting bigger fish,
averaging in the 6-8 oz region. I was
certainly heading in the right direction!
Before packing-up time and the long
drive home to Carlow, I wanted to feed
worm again to see what the response
would be like. It was just as I suspected
- after a few feeder fulls of worm and
caster going in the eels reappeared in
numbers and bullied the hybrids out.
Eels are protected by European law
due to huge population declines across
their range and cannot be weighted in
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competitions so, although it was good
to see such quantities in the reservoir,
they are actually the last species you
want to catch in a match scenario!
Once again (lesson learned!) I stopped
feeding worm and loaded caster into
the feeder. Roach x bream, and some
rudd x bream, hybrids returned (or
rather began feeding again) but they
were the smaller 4oz fish. I could
have happily stayed on for the whole
evening but home-time beckoned and
I reluctantly reeled in to weigh my
catch. I guessed around 9 kilo before I
pulled my net out and I wasn’t far out
at 9.140kgs - lucky guess! The run of
bigger hybrids on the longer hooklength
boosted my weight considerably and
I think that if I had two swims or lines
going I would have missed out on
these fish. The fish were already in the
swim when I arrived and by putting

on a longer hooklength it
enticed these fish to pick
up my hook bait. When
the eels were about a
simple change in feeding
regime brought the hybrids
back and discouraged the
“bootlace” eels.

A 9kg+ bag proved
great practice for
the World Pairs

I couldn’t help but be
pleased with my efforts
on Inniscarra, it was great
practice. I’m hoping that
the trip will stand to me in
the World Pairs and with a
bit of luck at the draw bag
myself and my partner (my
dear old Da, Ollie) will do
well.
Wish us luck!
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Stockists of quality
Game, Carp, Pike,
Coarse and Sea tackle

065-679 7450

sales@fishingtackleireland.ie

Rods | Reels | Lures | Flies | Lines
Fresh Bait | Accessories | Vouchers

Open Monday to Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm
& until 7pm on Thursdays
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If you are one of those unfortunate
enough to require glasses in their
everyday life, or at last when out
fishing, then rest assured that Snowbee
are one of the relatively, disappointingly
few companies to provide aboveaverage sized polaroid’s to fit over your
normal spec’s. The frames, as you might
expect,
are
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Tackle reviews by

Ben Carvosso & Bill Brazier
SNOWBEE PRESTIGE
OVER-SPEC’S - RRP ~
€35/£25

As nearly every angler knows, polarised
glasses are one of the most helpful
items when it comes to finding, and
hopefully, catching fish! From spotting
spooky trout in a small stream, salmon
holding in a deep pool, mullet and bass
frolicking in an estuary, carp cruising
between weed beds or pike following
a lure, a pair of polaroid’s will help you
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no end. In fact, many anglers consider
them an essential item.
There are literally hundreds of
companies and brands out there
offering polaroid’s, some good, some
bad, some just cheap knock-off
sunglasses! Snowbee though are one
make that has been around the block
(founded in 1978) and know a thing or
two about top quality lenses, which of
course is all that matters in a pair of
glasses – looks aside.

slightly larger
and chunkier
than your run-ofthe-mill pair, to enable
them to fit over normal glasses whilst
still extruding as much light as possible.
Weighing 37g, they are a little
heavier on your face than most
other polaroid’s but it’s a happy
compromise. The Over-Specs
also feature side lenses
(“windows”) to cut out
any light entering
from the side, and
they do make a
huge difference.
Basically it
means you don’t
have to cup your

hands at the side of your head!
These polaroid’s fit remarkably well over
the vast majority of typical prescription
glasses and coupled with a peaked cap,
make it infinitely easier to make out
objects, fish or otherwise, under the
surface. There are two lense options on
the matt-black frames, Smoke Green
(basically grey) or Amber, for lower light
levels. True, these glasses do look oversized whilst wearing them, a bit odd
even to some, but they do their
job brilliantly. Some non-glasses
wearing anglers even say they prefer
these types due to the larger lenses
and greater field of view but, as ever,
it is a personal choice.

The solution for
anglers wearing
everyday glasses
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fishing off the rocks for mini-sea species
or targeting perch and small pike in
freshwater the buzz is the same; this
style of fishing is all about getting lots
of bites and catching fish. In a way it has
revamped a lot of angler’s fishing by
simply making it more about fun again
and not just size.

Over-sized by
design but a great
compromise
The Over-Spec’s retail in around
£25/€35, representing good value
for money. Perhaps the only gripe is
that, like most polaroid’s, the lenses
do have a habit of popping out should
you accidentally drop them or (heaven
forbid) sit on them. However, they do
come with a neck lanyard and durable
hard case included in the price to
prevent this from happening!

For more details click or tap here
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TRONIXPRO HTO
ROCKFISH UL LRF
ROD 6FT 11” 0.5-7G
- RRP ~ €35-40

rod blank ensures that if you do hook
into something bigger than expected
(which happens quite often when light
lure fishing!) you have a much better
chance of landing it on the usual light
mono or braided line.

Cue the HTO Rockfish
UL LRF rod… This rod
Classy finish,
Light lure fishing
comes from the lure
fast action,
tackle needs to be
fishing department
designed for the job,
ultra-soft tip of the Tronix stable
any old rod and reel
and is rated, as the
just won’t do, not if you want to enjoy
name suggests, at an ultra-light casting
it to its fullest and reap maximum
weight of just 0.5-7g. Achieving distance
rewards. In order to fish effectively
casts are not the aim of this style of
with often very small imitation baits
angling, so, typically, it is kept to an
(plastic/rubber shads, worms etc.),
inch under 7ft long. The rod has a fast
the rod needs to be light enough to
action and the tip is extremely light
hold in your hand for long periods
and delicate, perfect for feeling every
and sensitive enough to impart the
single bump along the sea, river, canal
tiniest of movements into the hook-end. or lake-bed and the slightest pluck from
A bit of backbone, some power, in the
an interested fish. With a small reel

Unless you have been living under a
rock for the last few years you can’t
have failed to notice the incredible
surge in popularity of light lure fishing
and all the methods and techniques
that go with it, such as drop shotting.
Although some anglers still maintain
that this is yet another case of
companies selling us more products
that we don’t really need, the trend is
growing all the time. And with good
reason too – it’s great fun! Whether
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(anything in the 2000-2500 size class
is about right) the set-up is very well
balanced and can easily be fished with
all day long without any fear of arm or
wrist ache. The rod features a classy
matt-black finish with red whippings,
minimal branding, nice and short
abbreviated Duplon handle, and even
a handy small retaining loop for your
hook when on the move.
Sounds good right? But wait, it gets
even better – the price! Retailing at
between just €35 and €40 this rod is
amazingly affordable. At this price you

For anyone who hasn’t tried light lure
fishing I could not recommend this little
budget rod highly enough. Even if you
are a more regular light lure user, given
the frankly ridiculous price, you can’t
really afford not to have one of these
rods! Top marks, Tronix and HTO.

For more details click or tap here
with it. No signs of wear and tear, no
broken tip, no wonky eyes. Although
designed specifically as a light lure rod,
it is actually quite versatile for those

Every now and then you come across
a little gadget that makes your fishing
life easier, one you wished you had
discovered years ago. These quick
release gizmos from NGT are one such
product. Now, whilst they won’t catch
you more or
bigger fish,
they will
definitely
help you set up
(yay!) and pack up (boo!) much faster.

Amazingly
affordable at
just €35-40
are, of course, not going to get top
quality Fuji guides or reel seat but the
ones provided are still of very good
quality and don’t add too much weight
to the rod. Although, as an all-rounder,
I don’t use it every fishing session, it
has still stood the test of time very
well. It has been just under a year since
I bought one and I am still delighted
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NGT QUICK RELEASE
SYSTEM- RRP ~
€3.50 EACH

seeking a bit of extra fun! It can be
used as a light quiver tip rod for various
coarse fish species and particularly
trout in small, overgrown streams. My
little Rockfish has been looked after but
tested to its absolute limits all the same,
landing trout, carp, pike, wrasse and
most recently taming a cracking near7lb pollock! Now that’s a test!

other end harbours the thread from a
bite alarm, rod rest, camera, keepnet,
landing net and so on. Once joined the
quick release system cannot separate
unless you disengage the magnetic
seal by simply pulling the sleeve of the
lower piece downwards. This allows
for a very quick method of transferring
tackle items between different set ups,
for example a bite alarm from a rod
pod to a single bank stick. Many of you
will no doubt find it especially useful
when using and swapping different
landing net heads on the same handle.
Personally they are a godsend for
my specialist coarse angling where I
want to set up my shelter as quickly
as possible to avoid bad weather. The
stabilising storm poles on the shelter
take an eternity to attach when the

These cleverly-designed, machineengineered, well-built aluminium
threaded adapters feature
two parts which connect
magnetically. The bottom
end screws into your
bank stick, camera
tripod, landing net
handle or whatever
you wish, whilst the
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Well-built, very
versatile gadget
for all anglers

Visit us:

Unit D,
Southgate,
Cork St.
Dublin 8

Email us:

info@southsideangling.ie

call us:

01-4530266

heavens open and you are rushing
things but now there is simply
no more seemingly endless
screwing of threads – it all
becomes instantaneous and so
easy.
Such quick release systems are
now sold by various companies
and given their price, longevity
and incredible practicality I cannot
recommend them enough for all types
of angling, especially coarse fish fans.
Anything in fact that involves screwing
one tackle item into another! Available
individually or as a pack of three, in
either chrome (uncoated) or black.

For more details click or tap here
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Quickly swap
landing nets,
bite alarms etc.

Find us on:

For all your angling needs!
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“A smooth sea never made a skillful sailor”
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Find us on
Find us at
1 Harbour St.,
Mullingar

Tel: 044-93011333

ALL the top brands for ALL types of fishing

Unique loyalty card available in store
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The science
bit:

i
D

Making the
		 complicated simpler...

P
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As anglers we are often guilty of over-complicating
our tactics and methods when trying to catch a fish.
At the same time, it is remarkable how little thought
we give to the inner workings of the creatures we
spend an inordinate amount of time
pursuing. For example, how does a fish
know what direction to face in a river
current? How does it avoid being eaten
by predators? How does it find food?
Many will simply say it’s purely down to
“instinct” but there is an awful lot more
to it than that…
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The answer to these questions lies
largely (though not entirely) with
the lateral line. All fish species
on the planet (that’s a whopping
30,000+!) possess a lateral line, with
it being visible to us on the flank of
the majority of fish. This line really
acts like a sense of ‘touch’ for our
fishy friends. In its simplest terms,
the lateral line is a water-filled canal
positioned under the skin. There are
openings in this canal located on top
of (or as part of) the scales, which
allows water to constantly pass in
and out. Usually there is one canal
on each side of the fish, but some
species can have up to 4 or 6 on each
flank. Underneath the canal there
are individual sense organs called
neuromasts. These neuromasts are
best described as a jelly-like rod
containing thousands of tiny, supersensitive hairs that jut out from the
inner skin and into the canal.

The lateral line

The lateral line doesn’t just run
along the body of a fish though, it
is also found on the head and tail,
depending on the species. In many
fish, neuromasts are also found
outside of the lateral canals, on the
head and even the tail – these are
known as “free neuromasts”. Pike, for
example, have visible ‘holes’ or pores
on their head and chin – these are the
same sense organs which are located
along the lateral line. In shark and ray

Wherever they are found, the tiny
sensory hairs of the neuromasts are
connected to sensory cells and nerves
which send signals to the fish’s brain
– but how does all this help a fish in
its day to day life?
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species, as well as most catfish, these
sensory cells are located all over the
body, as well as the head. In these
cases the whole body of the fish acts
like a giant tongue.

The lateral line system is amazingly
sensitive and is stimulated by local
water movements and vibrations.
Primarily, neuromasts allow fish to
detect their food. All living things in

water generate water currents as they
move and breath, and the lateral line
allows fish to detect this and even the
direction in which it is coming from.
Even tiny water fleas (e.g. Daphnia),
worms and snails move enough
water for fish to detect and home
in on. Stationary objects can also
be detected by the change in water
currents as it passes over or around
them. Predators are able to track
and follow moving prey by picking up
associated water movements (termed
the “hydrodynamic trail”), even
several minutes after the prey has
left the area! Perhaps this is worth
bearing in mind when lure or fly
fishing, especially?

Being able to detect movement
and where it is coming from is what
allows shoal fish to move in sync
without bumping into each other
and other objects. It also helps fish
to ‘see’ in darkness, or in very murky
water. The Blind Mexican cavefish
(Astyanax mexicanus), now often
found in pet shops, is, as its name
suggests, blind, but is able to navigate
almost perfectly in its underground,
cave environments without eyes –
all thanks to its highly developed
neuromast system.
Fish are also able to roughly judge
distance using their lateral line.
Brown trout, for example, pick up the
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Functions of the
lateral line
• Detecting food
• Avoiding
predators
• Awareness of
surroundings
• Judging distance
• Detecting flow
direction
• Homing &
migration
Basic representation of
the lateral line system
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frequency of the waves spreading
from their resting place to a free
meal. Similarly, lateral line pressure
information allows fish to conserve
energy by moving into areas of lower
flow.
In some species (e.g. sharks
and rays), some neuromasts have
evolved into what are known as
“electroreceptors”, able to detect
minute electrical impulses generated
by the muscle contractions of prey.
These cells(known as ampullae
of Lorenzini) can also, believe
or not, detect the Earth’s
electromagnetic field, and
many species are thought

use these electroreceptors for
homing and migration.
River species always face
upstream, but how do they know
what upstream is? Again, the lateral
line (as well as vision) helps them . In
simple terms, the sensory hairs in the
neuromasts face slightly one direction
so water flows over them more easily
from an upstream direction than a
downstream one, meaning the fish
can tell what direction
is what based on
water pressure,
even in rivers
and

streams under low flow conditions,
and even in the dark. Natural
changes in lateral line function
(hormonal suppression) are linked
to downstream migration of many
species, such as Atlantic salmon.
Above is a very brief, very
simplified explanation of a fish’s
lateral line system and its functions.
In reality, one could spend an entire
lifetime studying the topic and still
be left with unanswered questions.
Although the lateral line is involved
in many key functions, it rarely acts
alone and often works together with
other senses, like sight. However, we
hope this article has taught you a few
things and given you something to
think about!
Fish, as it turns out,
are pretty damn
complicated…
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Terry Jackson concludes his interview on his angling life by
discussing the harsh reality of the decline in Irish angling, the
reasons why and what he thinks must be done to protect and
preserve our waters for the future. It is sombre yet fascinating
reading...

Ideally situated just 2mins from the Westlink, in Belfast
City centre, our store promises big things and delivers!
Our range of tackle is enviable and we stock all major
brands at competitive prices!

POLEHILL CARP FISHERY

is our premier match complex consisting of
4 fishable lakes, including ‘Donut’, our 30
peg circular lake, which has produced
winning catches of up to 87lb. Fish to 10lb+

Please visit our site for exclusive deals
with quick delivery and excellent service!
Call us: 02890 313156		
Email us: sales@fishingtackle2u.co.uk
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An interview with Terry Jackson
Part 2
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Q. What drives you to keep hunting specimen fish? Are
you beginning to adopt a more relaxed attitude to this
side of things or are you as determined as ever?!
A. I think the problem of becoming bored too quickly
with one particular discipline, and the desire to learn
all
aspects of angling has led me down the specimen
h u n t i n g
path
and
keeps
the
p a s s i o n
burning.
L o o k i n g
through
the list of
specimens
and indeed
s p e c i e s
available,
no
angler
can
ever
manage to
catch them
all,
never One
of many,many specimen roach x
bream hybrids from the
mind over
River Bann before they naturally
died out
specimen
size. It then becomes a
life-long challenge, competing with your own abilities
rather than against another angler. It can never become
tedious or uninteresting, as the angler continues to
learn and develop. This is my love affair with specimen
hunting.
I definitely have a more relaxed approach now, having
learnt to enjoy any time spent angling. The problem
with taking it too seriously, and I was guilty of that,
is it becomes a task, more like a job than a thing of
pleasure. This was particularly apparent whilst writing
for Irish Angler, having dead-lines to adhere to made
angling a chore rather than a pleasure.
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A superb fly-caught 28lb pike from Lough Derg during the Europe

an Predator Tour
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You can also fall into the trap of not being satisfied. For
instance, I caught myself driving home from a venue
after a search for specimen river pike (fish over 20lbs),
targeting them on the fly, and chatting to a friend who
rang to see how I did. “Rubbish” I said, only eighteen
doubles, biggest was 17lbs”! I realised what I had just
said, and soon began to see things from a realistic
perspective. That venue was later destroyed through
poaching, I now long for eighteen doubles on the fly in
a session! I seek specimen fish, but I now know how to
appreciate a day on the water, no matter what the
outcome.
Q. What are your thoughts on the work of the ISFC,
their role/purpose and their future?

I believe strongly in the Irish Specimen Fish Committee,
I have always been a loyal supporter from my first
ratified specimen. The awards are just a bit of fun,
friendly rivalry, seeing old faces, encouragement for new
anglers and youngsters starting out. The serious part is
the collection of data,
and watching how this
detailed
monitoring
of catches has altered
through
the
years.
Some
changes
are
welcome, the increase
in new species such
as Gilt-head Bream,
Trigger Fish etc, but
sadly the trend in
large fish and numbers
has taken a downward
spiral,
with
many
specimen
qualifying
weights being dropped
because these larger
fish simply do not
exist, and worse still,
removed
entirely
from the list of eligible
species as they become
commercially
and My first mullet on
the fly- I enjoy a challenge!
locally extinct. The
data is damning, a worrying
trend.
Q. You have long held a passion for sea angling and
grew up in what was a great area for so many species.
The same cannot be said of your neck of the woods now
though, can it? Expand…

tle

n McKays “Lady Linda”, Ballycas

My first skate, 200lbs aboard Sea
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A. I knew you would ask this! This is a serious issue,
contentious and depressing, but we must stop burying
our heads in the sand! Here goes! Belfast Lough (my home
water) was one of the finest sea angling destinations in
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Ireland. Through commercial over-exploitation, in my
short life-time, it has become almost fishless, compared
to how it should be, naturally. I have watched the demise
of Belfast Lough, Strangford Lough, Carlingford Lough
and most of the in-shore and off-shore banks from
Ardglass in County Down to Portrush. Do not take my
word for it, this can also be seen through the ISFC data
over the past twenty years.
Try and find when the last double-figure Turbot or Brill
was taken, or 4lb Plaice. Banks that was once abundant
in these species. We no longer have our specimen
Haddock or Cod, and our rays have all but disappeared.
Almost ALL of our “table” species have been dropped in
specimen size and they are still practically impossible to
catch. Our shore angling is hardly worth the effort in
Northern Ireland, unless you enjoy LRF ’ing (light rock
fishing), the art of targeting mini-species. This is clear
evidence that greed and over-fishing has crippled the
stocks and brought them outside safe biological limits.
Even shore matches have reduced “counting” fish to
the length of your hand, just so that someone catches
something to warrant a result!
I spent many years with other like-minded anglers,
pushing for marine protected areas around our coast. It
would be a simple, yet effective means to re-populate our
in-shore waters. However, the commercial voice is strong,
and this continued un-sustainability will eventually put
everyone out of business. Bear in mind, there is much
more money to be made through sustainable angling
than un-controlled commercial netting and long-lining.
The waters and their species belong to all of us, not a
chosen few, we tend to forget this.

A 4lb+plaice from the Antrim coast from the 90s. Stocks of fish like
these have been
indiscriminately wiped out by commercial fishermen
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If you drive from Larne Lough to Portrush, there are
thousands of Lobster pots, some in double and treble
rows. So? I hear you ask. Never mind the fact that
there is no-where for a shore angler to cast a line. Take
six thousand pots, all taking a conservative estimate of
one fish per day by-catch, say Wrasse, Huss, Dogfish,
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Red Cod, strap Conger and such like. That is 4,200
fish per week. Over a year, that works out at 218,000
fish taken from the in-shore environment. And anglers
wonder why the shore angling is so bad!
Q. And the same pattern has been seen throughout our
seas… What, in your opinion, can be done, what should
be done and what must be done to protect our seas
stocks for future generations? What role do anglers have
to play in this?
A. I have
warned
m a n y
anglers
s o u t h
of
the
border
for years,
mostly
in many
of
my
articles
written.
E v e n
now, the
healthy
gone in Northern Ireland stocks of
Fish like this near-specimen cod are also long
(and most Irish) waters
Mullet
that had hordes of anglers, including
many northerners and tourists heading to southern
shores, are being netted beyond sustainable capacity.
Numbers talked about are in the hundreds of tons, and
already, many local anglers are seeing the total lack
in numbers of fish arriving each year. The greed and
determination to empty OUR seas is rife. Species such
as Gilt-Head Bream and Mullet MUST have at the same
protection as Bass. They are sport fish, fight extremely
hard, return well and could easily be the back-bone
of shore angling revenue in this country, given half a
chance.
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As a club,
we stopped
char tering
b o a t s
in
Cork
Harbour,
h a v i n g
witnessed
commercial
b o a t s
trawling
t
h
e
banks
on
numerous
occasions.
This
was
six anglers
f r o m
B e l f a s t
bringing
3 0 0 0
Euros
to
one small
v i l l a g e
over a long
weekend.
We
now,
no longer
so.
approx. 600 fish that do
I tagged this 40lb Lough Swilly tope, one of
M
u
l
t
i
p
ly
is
ted
collec
data
The
I have tagged for inland fisheries.
that
by
n
rvatio
conse
for
rtant
extremely impo
th o us a nd s
of other tourists and you can understand the
damage. A recent survey showed that anglers generate
an estimated one billion to the Irish economy, without
grants or bail-outs and in an environmentally friendly,
sustainable manner, and still, we are over-looked or
ignored.
To protect our sea stocks, we MUST push for marine
protected areas. In-shore lagoons, estuaries, sand banks,
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bays and coves should ALL fall under protection. Once
the fish have run the gauntlet of the open seas, the inshore areas should offer sanctuary. If this means catch
and release by anglers for some species, so be it. Can you
imagine the wealth of angling if Cork Harbour was an
MPA? Angling for Rays, Bass, flatfish, Sea Bream, Cod,
Conger etc would be of the highest calibre, and attract
anglers from all over the world, supporting all manner
of local businesses!

that have been taken over by local clubs, with voluntary
bailiffs watching over the water. It is working to some
extent, but I am saddened that this could be the only

Anglers see clearly the demise and drop in quality. Their
role is important. The financial value from angling is
almost over-looked, yet it vastly over-shadows any
profits from commercial fishing, and there are no
government hand-outs, grants or support, and it is
SUSTAINABLE!
Q. Our inland waters have suffered too – why and likewise
what can/must be done to save/restore/preserve them?
A. We have always had problems with our inland
waterways, some minor, some major, with regards to
pollution, drainage, predation and contentious issues
over culling. It is common knowledge now that huge
amounts of damage is being caused to our fish stocks
through mass killings and illegal netting by a percent of
eastern European immigrants, there, I’ve said it. This
isn’t racism. I do not believe my race are any better
than any others! This is pure criminality and illegal
activities are allowed to flourish through lack of policing
and small, reasonably insignificant penalties.
The racist card is held up so many times, along with
the excuse of the language barrier. This has gone on
long enough and needs put to bed. I have chatted to
law abiding European anglers on many occasions, good
people who have a passion for angling. Without exception,
all have told me that our laws are too lenient, and soon,
we will lose what angling quality we have left.
A handful of waters that are now recovering are ones
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The stunning Northern Ireland coastline is a now a mere shadow
of its former self
in terms of angling potential due to greed and short-sightedness!

way for future protection. I love the freedom that
Ireland offers its anglers, where you can drive almost
anywhere, stop and fish, but this is rapidly becoming
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almost impossible. I have seen large amounts of fabulous
freshwater species killed, and witnessed the aftermath
of these guys, with Bream scales and guts left at the
waterside, pike remnants, hybrids, and even seen foreign
lads running off with a double figure carp from the Lough
in Cork.
The only way forward, that I can see, to save OUR heritage,
is for fines to be increased that they become a deterrent
rather than a money gathering exercise. Ignorance of the
law is no excuse. Try having a go at poaching in one of
the European countries and see where it gets you!
Also, education. There are more and more European
angling clubs springing up in Ireland. These genuine
law abiding anglers MUST start educating their fellow
countrymen into the morals, principles and legalities of
angling in Ireland, before we lose it all.
Q. You have achieved so much in your angling life – what
is left for Terry Jackson? What targets are out there,
which would love to achieve most? Or is that missing the
point?
A. As a specimen hunter, and as long as I still have the
passion for angling, the search can never end. The “tick
list” in the specimen book is a life time challenge. If you
had of asked me several years ago, I would have spewed
out the list of species I would still love to catch over
specimen weight. I still have that list, that ambition to
catch them all, but I have grown up somewhat.

A trio of specimen Tench. It is vital that our inland waterways are
offered
greater protection!

The point of angling is a thousand unique things to a
million different anglers, but to me, it is the challenge
of pitting my wits against the wary quarry, escapism,
a chance to un-wind, being amongst nature and all its
glory, experiencing the elements good or bad and beating
them, meeting new friends and re-aquanting with old
soul mates. Without angling, life would merely be existing.
We couldn’t agree more, Terry...
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A Tale of Two Waters
Words & photography by Finbarr Quigley

A

s one year rolls into yet another, my thoughts turn to the
fishing season ahead and more importantly, where I’m
going to chase big bream or tench, the species which have taken
up most of my time for the last number of years. The excitement
levels always begins to build this time of the year as the evening
light starts to stretch past 5 and then 6. I always imagine my
quarry waking from their cold Winter beds and begin to explore
their surroundings again in the hunt for some much needed food....
January 2015 was no different except
for the fact I still hadn’t given venues
for the season ahead any serious
consideration. This was unusual
for me and in seasons gone by my
waters would have been chosen well
in advance but for some reason, this
year I hadn’t gotten my act together.
Perch fishing with light lure tackle had
consumed me over the Autumn and
Winter and had rekindled a passion for
roaming with little or no tackle in tow.
I say Perch fishing, but in reality it was
jack-pike fishing! Good fun nonetheless
and by the end of March I hadn’t given
my bream and tench fishing as much
thought as I should.
When I set about planning my
Spring tench and bream fishing I have
a straight choice between waters I’m
familiar with and those I’ve put on the
to-do list. Usually I choose a ‘known’
water where targets are pretty easy to
set based on my own previous fishing
or that of friends. For some reason this
year, the ‘known’ waters just weren’t
doing it for me. It was starting to feel
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like fishing-by-numbers where you turn
up at the same water, fish the same
swim, use the same tactics and baits
and maybe even catch the same fish!
I needed something different to excite
me again. That’s when I turned to my
Little Black Book of New Waters. For
some years, I’ve been keeping a diary
of my fishing sessions and whenever
I heard a few stories about a venue
I’d never fished, I’d always record the
details in this little book. Over the years,
the list of waters has grown and if I
live to 100 I’ll never get to fish them
all but every so often, I put an asterix
beside the water to mark the ones
needing special consideration. I decided
that 2015 would be the year to try a
complete unknown water for a change.
Throw the dice. Take a chance. Call it
what you will.
After perusing the Little Black Book
one evening, two waters in particular
stood out for me. The information
on both was pretty solid. One water
was rumoured to have superb tench
potential with all the indications
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hybrid as well. Which to choose?
pointing towards the possibility of a
7lb fish. The second water was reputed
to have very big bream and my source
Fast forward a few weeks and I’m
advised that some
standing at the shore of the tench lake.
big roach had
“
I
needed
I went for the tench option in the
also been
end. I’m up to my waist in freezing
something
caught. That
meant there different to excite me cold water cutting a swim out with
could also be again. That’s when I my trusty slash hook. My hands
are red raw but I don’t care. Two
the chance
turned
to
my
Little
hours
later and the job is done. The
of a big
Black Book of New reed line extends at least 8m out

Water 1

from the dry bank and there’s a line
of lily pad roots just beyond that need
the attention of my rake. There’s no
clean bank space here and certainly no
stands. I’ve plumbed the depths using
my marker rod and have found it to be
quite featureless except for the near
margins. It’s bowl-shaped and about 8ft
deep at 45yds range; just a comfortable
enough distance to cast a spomb and
far enough away to avoid spooking a
shoal of hungry tench. I prebait with

Waters”

Early season tenching
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May mornings can be bitterly cold

10L of particles and leave the water
happy with my evenings work. My first
impressions are good as it appears
a rich water due to the abundance
of giant snail shells I found along the
margins. My only niggle is the lack of
weed in the water. I had done a recce
in July 2014 and after casting about had
not encountered much if any weed and
I do think a good tench water should
have lots of plant life. A small issue
and certainly not enough to deflect
my thoughts of record-smashing fish
drifting in and out of my baited swim
over the next few days.
Time drags when you’re excited
doesn’t it and it felt like a week had
passed when two days later I rolled
up to fish the swim. I arrived before
dawn at the end of a biblical downpour
which had lasted almost 24hrs. “Bloody
typical!” I thought as I trudged downhill
through sodden fields towards the
water. Within a few minutes I was
sheltering under my brolly and I had
two maggot feeders in the swim
checking for signs of life. Maggots will
catch anything and on new waters they
are a brilliant bait for finding out what
species swim in front of you. Combine
maggots with short hooklinks and bolt
rigs and you have a superb set-up that
has caught me large numbers of tench
in Spring time. A short while later my
right hand alarm gave out a few bleeps
as the bobbin drops slowly into the
water. I swung the rod backwards and
it stopped half way through the arc as
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a heavy weight at the end registered its
presence. I felt the unmistakable ‘thud
thud’ as a big bream shook it’s head in
an effort to throw the hook. The fight
was unspectacular as I slowly pumped
the dead weight closer and closer. I
waded out to my waist with the net
ready beside me. As it approached the
reedline, the fish kicked and dragged
the rod around to the right. I applied
pressure and turned it back towards
me. It popped its head out just then and
my inner voice screamed “Bloody Hell”
as a huge bream moved towards me on
its side. The fish kicked one last time
and my rod tip flew through the air over
my shoulder. Gone!! I couldn’t believe
it. “That was a massive bream” my
brain kept screaming at me as I stood
in silence for a number of seconds.
Eventually I gathered my thoughts and
lifted the rig out of the water
to inspect the damage.
“...a huge
All set upon an
The 4” hooklink had
unknown water
bream moved
parted right in the
middle. Not at the
towards me on its side.
swivel or the hook The fish kicked one last time proved their worth
by catching me some
but right in the
and my rod tip flew through roach, rudd and perch.
bloody middle.
the air over my shoulder. The roach seemed
Flourocarbon can
be brittle but a
Gone!! I couldn’t believe particularly voracious so
maggots were probably
9lb newly tied rig
it”
not
the best option for
to break in the middle
selecting the bigger fish. I did
just astounds me!
catch one small tench as well though
which was encouraging but the journey
The rest of the 36hr session was
home was filled with thoughts of the
uneventful except for the water levels
lost bream swimming around with
rising at an amazing pace. No more
my hook in its mouth. Bream? There
bream showed up and the maggots
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weren’t supposed to be any bream in it! signs of life but saw nothing of note. No
sign of the silent tench rolls, no bream
A few days later and I’m back again
backs appearing and certainly no fizzing
for another go. The time since I was last as tench ripped into the baited area. No
on the water was filled with fantasies
nothing! I packed up at 10am the next
of a ‘Lost World’ of bream with fish of
morning with nothing to show for my
10, 11, 12 and even 13lb swimming
efforts. The journey back uphill through
around waiting to be caught by the
the fields was tough and a blank seems
first ‘explorer’ to venture onto it’s
to make it even harder on the legs.
shores. The walk down to the swim is
always easier as the adrenaline courses
A week later and I return. Not so
through your body with the expectation many fantasies about 13lb bream this
of the session ahead. The swim needed week! My source has been contacted
another clear out with the slash hook
and interrogated further. He assures me
despite the passing of only 5 days. An
the water contains very good tench with
hour later I sat back and admired my
fish over 7lb confirmed to be present.
work. The swim was cleared, a nice
The swim had been heavily prebaited
mix of dead maggots, casters, corn,
a few days before I arrived so I was
hemp and pellet was in the swim and I
cautious with the amount of bait I put
had 2 baited rigs in position. After my
out on arrival. “Fish for a bite” is a good
sixth roach the maggots came off and
mantra sometimes. During the week I’d
were replaced by some fake baits. As
been mulling over the water and lack
darkness fell I scanned the water for
of tench activity. I thought maybe the

Washed-out colours of an early season tench
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look ideal. My notes tell me I
of the water. Truth is I’m starting to
caught a small tench but the
wonder if they’re there in any numbers
session felt like a blank to me.
at all but my minds eye takes me
I had prebaited the
back to the big bream. And
swim, the weather
it was really big! A quick
“..I was
was perfect,
chat with the farmer as
cautious with the
it’s the end of
I’m leaving tells me he
amount of bait I put plans to cut silage in the
May and the
fish should be out on arrival. “Fish for a fields during the week
feeding hard.
bite” is a good mantra and I can drive down
But they’re
next week, weather
sometimes”
not. I’ve taken to
permitting. It feels like a
climbing a nearby
small victory!
tree to watch the
entire lake for signs of rolling
In early June I’m back for more
fish. The thick Spring growth of punishment. A prebaited swim
reeds has restricted my view
combined with a lovely warm overcast

There’s no clean bank space
here and certainly no stands
baited area wasn’t a natural feeding
area and just wasn’t seeing many tench
visit the area; bait or no bait. The lack
of open bank space means a move is
out of the question unless I see some
very obvious activity elsewhere. I decide
to put some effort into the ‘inside line’
and bait a raked area just past the reed
line in the hope the tench might use the

Pond life

natural ‘runway’ as a feature. A small
quantity of particle bait is dropped onto
the spot followed by a decent sized
hookbait. The plan is to leave that trap
untouched until either it’s picked up
or I pack up. It’s still there when I pack
up! Nothing. Not a touch all night and
morning. Again I scanned the water for
signs of life but the only fish betraying
their presence were the rudd and roach
which dimpled the surface just before
dark and at first light. Water levels are
slowly receding from the floods of a
couple of weeks back and I drive home
consoling myself that the extra water
must have turned the fish off.
It’s important to stick to the plan so a
week later I’m once again camped in the
swim by 4pm on the Friday. The water
levels are way down and the conditions
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The quarry - ol’ Red Eye
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evening has rebuilt the confidence
levels. As the sun sets a miracle
happens, a tench rolls over my baited
area! I scramble up the tree, wedge
myself in between two branches
and watch for 15 minutes. I watch a
few Tench rolling in
a number of areas
of the lake. Splashy
rolls with lots of tail
slapping. No monsters
but it’s encouraging
nonetheless. After
dark I get everything
ready before getting
into the sleeping
bag. Boots and head
torch at the ready. I’m
ready........ and I’m still
ready at 5am when
I wake up. Nothing
happened again! The
slow pack up begins.
This is interrupted
by a stuttering take
and a 4lb tench is the
culprit. I’m happy to
catch it but it’s scant
consolation when
your dreams are of
8lb tench and 13lb
bream. Reality bites.
This is probably my last
session on the water
this year or maybe
ever. In the real world
a new house purchase
has been slowly
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taking over my life. It’s time to park the
daydreams of tench and bream and deal
with the realities of banks, solicitors
and auctioneers. Give me blank fishing
sessions any day!

Water 2- no swim clearing needed this time!

Water 2

Summer colours

“It was one
of those lovely
Winter which was
warm southerlies which music to my ears.
had the lilies flapping
and waving at me. The A few days later
I was there ready
conditions screamed to fish. No swim
‘feeding fish’ ” clearing needed this

It’s early August before I
can think of getting out for
a bit of fishing. Where to go
and what to do? Back to an
‘old reliable’ or one more try
at my ‘blanker’ water from earlier
in the year. I soon realise I haven’t the
stomach to go back for more. We’ve
grown apart. Maybe we should start
seeing others for a while? I remember
the second water I’d considered. I’d
gotten the farmers name and number
and decided to call him. No point
getting excited about a place when
I might not even be allowed fish it. I
needn’t have worried as he was very
obliging. He knew nothing about the
fishing except that it had good pike. He
said it was rarely fished except in the

time. Two trips down
from the car with all the gear for
an overnight session and I was dripping
with sweat. Five hundred metres on
the O.S. maps never seems too bad
until you’re carrying a brolly, bedchair,
rucksack, quiver, 3 buckets and a chair!

Trying everything...
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The wind was really blowing when
I arrived. It was one of those lovely
warm southerlies which had the
lilies flapping and waving at me. The
conditions screamed ‘feeding fish’ and
my confidence is sky high as I tie rigs
and bait the swim. I’m going with a
heavy groundbait approach and 5kg of
flavoured groundbait has 2 freezer bags
of corn added to it. Some caster, dead
maggot and hemp is added and the
spombing begins. For over an hour I do
battle with the wind and I’m a happy

man when I reach the bottom of the
bucket. I leave the bait to settle and
make camp.
I rig up one rod with a maggot feeder
rig and cast it over the bait. Straight
away I’m catching roach and some good
ones too. It’s quite weedy out there and
I pick up a few different species of weed
as I retrieve yet another roach. Out of
the blue the alarm goes into a single
tone as something substantial takes
off with my maggot hookbait. A few

minutes later I’m pleasantly surprised
when a dark green creature emerges
up the shelf and precedes to hit every
lily pad within 10yds of my swim. The
net eventually slips under a beautiful
tench and I’m delighted to be the first
to confirm their arrival in this wild
water. I place her on the mat to unhook

corn. I’m still expecting bream to show
as they were my intended quarry after
all. My night is one of no sleep and lots
of fish. I land another 10 tench during
the night and morning, every one of
them over 5lb with a high proportion
close to 6lb and they’re all empty. In
June next year they will probably all be

A spawned out 5-14 - the water
seems to have very good potential!

A very tight, very
tenchy swim
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and examine her. She’s very empty
having recently spawned but
has a very large frame.
“a dark
On the scales she
goes a respectable
green creature
5-14. Ten minutes
emerges up the shelf
later and I’m away
and precedes to hit every again. This time
lily pad within 10yds of my the fish goes 5-12.
I switch the rigs
swim. The net eventually
to method feeders
slips under a beautiful and hookbaits to corn
tench”
stacks with 6 grains of

well over 6lb with some over 7lb.
Why oh why didn’t I choose this
water back in April!! Oh well, at least I
know where I’ll be next Spring! The only
remaining question is whether this new
water holds big bream as reported and
will they be enough to wipe my memory
of the one that got away?
It was THIS BIG I swear!!
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A time for refelction..
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Thanks for reading...

Off
the
Scale
Casting a new eye on angling

